


Vital Statistics
This document provides the findings of a recent analysis of your infrastructure. The document represents
a summary of these findings and presents a set of recommendations for addressing the detected events.
The analysis is based on data collected using the characteristics below:

 Company Details
Company Name: Black Hat Conference
Location: Las Vegas, Nevada USA
Industry: Network Security
Company Size: 9,000+ attendees

 

 Test Details
Test Start Date: August 1, 2015 Test Duration: 6 Days

FortiGate Model: FG 1500D FortiOS Firmware: 5.2.3

Network Analyzed: Network Operations Center Functions Enabled: Antivirus, App Control, IPS, Traffic, Web

  

 Deployment and Methodology
Your network was monitored with a FortiGate 1500D in transparent mode (using port pairs). This is a non-invasive way to

intercept traffic as it moves over your network. A diagram of your general topology during the assessment is presented below.

   
During your assessment, traffic was monitored as it moved over the wire and logs were recorded. These logs are typically

categorized by their log type. While traffic logs record much of the session information flowing across your network, FortiGates

can also monitor more in-depth security logging, such as IPS, anti-virus, web and application control. This assessment was

created based on telemetry from all log types and is meant to provide a big picture view of your network's activity. Used in

conjunction with FortiAnalyzer, FortiGates can provide additional functions such as event management (e.g. alerts when

malicious activity is detected), FortiView analytics and filtering (e.g. investigating specific user activity) and advanced reporting

(e.g. detailed reports on security, user and even wireless activity).
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Executive Summary

Total Attacks Detected:  193,958
Evasive Applications Detected:  108

Last year, over 2,100 enterprises were breached as a result of poor internal security practices and latent vendor content security.
The average cost of a corporate security breach is estimated at $3.5 million USD and is rising at 15% year over year.  Intrusions,
malware/botnets and malicious applications collectively comprise a massive risk to your enterprise network. These attack
mechanisms can give attackers access to your most sensitive files and database information. FortiGuard Labs mitigates these
risks by providing award-winning content security and is consistently rated among industry leaders by objective third parties such
as NSS Labs, VB 100 and AV Comparatives.

Top Application Category: Not.Scanned
Top Web Category: Information Technology
Top Website:  ad4.liverail.com

User application usage and browsing habits can not only be indicative of inefficient use of corporate resources, but can also
indicate a lack of proper enforcement of corporate usage policies. Most enterprises recognize that personal use of corporate
resources is acceptable. But there are many grey areas that businesses must keep a close eye on including: use of proxy
avoidance/peer to peer applications, inappropriate web browsing, phishing websites, and potentially illegal activity - all of which
expose your company to undue liability and potential damages. With over 5,800 application control rules and 250 million
categorized websites, FortiGuard Labs provides telemetry that FortiOS uses to keep your business running effectively.

Top Host by Bandwidth: wifi-wlc
Host with Highest Session Count:  wifi-wlc

Performance effectiveness is an often undervalued aspect of security devices, but firewalls must keep up with the line speeds that
today’s next generation switches operate at. A recent survey by Infonetics indicates that 77% of decision-makers at large
organizations feel that they must upgrade their network security performance (100+ Gbps aggregate throughput) in the coming
year. FortiGates leverage FortiASICs to accelerate CPU intensive functions such as packet forwarding and pattern matching. This
offloading typically results in a 5-10X performance increase when measured against competitive solutions.
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Recommended Actions
Evasive Applications ( 108 )
Proxy applications are often used to conceal their activity and bypass the security control. This represents both business and
security risks to your organization. Implement stricter application policies to dictate the use of these applications.

P2P and Filesharing Applications ( 23 )
These applications can be used to bypass existing content controls and lead to unauthorized data transfer and data policy

violations. Policies on appropriate use of these applications need to be implemented.

Bandwidth Consuming Applications ( 201 )
Applying application policies to regain control in the use of these applications. One of the options would be to implement traffic
shaping rules to limit consumption.

Botnet Infections ( 2 )
Bots can be used for launching denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, distributing spam, spyware and adware, propagating malicious
code, and harvesting confidential information which can lead to serious financial and legal consequences. Botnet infections need
to be taken seriously and immediate action is required. Identify botnet infected computers and clean them up using antivirus
software. Fortinet's FortiClient can be used to scan and remove botnets from the infected hosts.

Deploy a FortiGate Next Generation Firewall to Ensure Application Visibility and Control
FortGate next-generation firewalls enable organizations to gain visibility on all application traffic and deliver scalable and secure
application control for enterprises. Deploy a FortiGate firewall into your organization and create secure application policies to
ensure that your network is being used according to your organization’s priorities.
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Application Name

Threat Name

Security and Threat Prevention
High Risk Applications
The FortiGuard research team assigns a risk rating of 1 to 5 to an application based on the application behavioral characteristics.
The risk rating can help administrators to identify the high risk applications quickly and make a better decision on the application
control policy. Applications listed below were assigned a risk rating of 4 or higher.

High Risk Applications
# Risk Category Technology User Bandwidth Session
1  Hola.Unblocker Proxy Client-Server 12 14.49 MB 5,927
2  Neurevt.Botnet Botnet Client-Server 2 1.80 MB 4,290
3  Hotspot.Shield Proxy Client-Server 4 1.44 MB 2,521
4  Paros.Tool Proxy Client-Server 3 25.82 MB 1,680
5  ZenMate Proxy Browser-Based 16 4.68 MB 1,644
6  Private.Tunnel Proxy Client-Server 12 1,003.74 KB 1,548
7  Tor Proxy Client-Server 19 357.25 MB 1,031
8  Proxy.Websites Proxy Browser-Based 13 2.52 MB 556
9  CyberGhost.VPN Proxy Client-Server 6 12.51 MB 296

10  Freedome Proxy Client-Server 14 13.78 MB 210
11  Psiphon3 Proxy Client-Server 10 784.79 KB 191
12  TunnelBear Proxy Client-Server 8 95.42 KB 97

Figure 1: Highest risk applications sorted by risk and sessions

Application Vulnerability Exploits
Application vulnerabilities can be exploited to compromise the security of your network. The FortiGuard research team analyzes
application traffic patterns and application vulnerabilities and then develops signatures to prevent the vulnerability exploits. The
FortiGuard Intrusion Prevention Service (IPS) provides Fortinet customers with the latest defenses against stealthy network-level
threats. It uses a customizable database of more than 5,800 known threats to stop attacks that evade traditional firewall systems.
For more information on application vulnerabilities and IPS, please refer to FortiGuard
at: http://www.fortiguard.com/static/intrusionprevention.html.

Top Application Vulnerability Exploits Detected
# Severity Type Victim Source Count
1 Dlink.WebInterface.Backdoor.Authentication.Bypass Improper Authentication 152 11 674
2 Bash.Function.Definitions.Remote.Code.Execution OS Command Injection 13 20 319
3 Pandora.v3.1.Default.Admin.Account.Access Improper Authentication 4 1 76
4 OpenSSL.Heartbleed.Attack Information Disclosure 2 2 47
5 OpenSSL.TLS.Heartbeat.Information.Disclosure Buffer Errors 2 2 42
6 RIG.Exploit.Kit Anomaly 1 1 27
7 MS.IE.Event.Invalid.Pointer.Memory.Corruption Buffer Errors 5 3 18
8 MS.IE.Userdata.Behavior.Invalid.Pointer.Code.Execution Resource Management Errors 8 7 10
9 Nullsoft.Winamp.Malformed.ID3v2.Tag.Buffer.Overflow Buffer Errors 4 5 8

Figure 2: Top vulnerabilities identified, sorted by severity and count
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Application

Device Scores
470,447,720

96,285,370
72,230,955
41,673,070

6,159,045
5,101,080
5,019,040
4,630,050
4,185,520
4,088,195

Malware, Botnets and Spyware/Adware
There are numerous channels that cybercriminals use to distribute malware. Most common methods motivate users to open an
infected file in an email attachment, download an infected file, or click on a link leading to a malicious site. During the security
assessment, Fortinet identified a number of malware and botnet-related events which indicate malicious file downloads or
connections to botnet command and control sites.

Top Malware, Botnets and Spyware/Adware Detected
# Malware Name Type Victim Source Count
1 Riskware/PWDump Spyware  HTTP 2 44 87
2 Riskware/NetCat Spyware  Apt-Get 2 21 43
3 JS/Iframe.BDF!tr Virus  HTTP 3 2 13
4 Riskware/OpenCandy Spyware  HTTP 4 7 12
5 WM/Agent!tr Virus  File.Upload.HTTP 4 9 11
6 Riskware/NetCat Spyware  FTP 1 1 10
7 Riskware/JohnRipper Spyware  HTTP 2 7 10
8 W32/Neurevt.BN!tr Virus  File.Upload.HTTP 5 8 9
9 Riskware/PWDump Spyware  SourceForge 2 4 9

10 Zeus Virus  HTTP 1 1 7

Figure 3: Common Malware, Botnets, Spyware and Adware detected

At-Risk Devices and Hosts
Based on the types of activity exhibited by an individual host, we can approximate the trustworthiness of each individual client.
This client reputation is based on key factors such as websites browsed, applications used and inbound/outbound destinations
utilized. Ultimately, we can create an overall threat score by looking at the aggregated activity used by each individual host.

Most At-Risk Devices and Hosts
#
1  10.15.250.241
2  OWASPBWA
3  VERPCadc75a
4  BINARYARMOR2
5  10.15.250.227
6  0x08
7  WSTE1041
8  08:5b:0e:a7:58:e4
9  WSTE1090

10  WSTE1005

Figure 4: These devices should be audited for malware and IPS susceptibility
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App CategoriesApp CategoriesApp CategoriesApp CategoriesApp CategoriesApp CategoriesApp CategoriesApp CategoriesApp CategoriesApp CategoriesApp Categories

Top Social Media Applications

 
36.15% Instagram (2.93 GB)
24.61% Facebook (2.00 GB)
16.76% Twitter (1.36 GB)
10.35% Tumblr (860.12 MB)
2.02% LinkedIn (167.90 MB)
1.80% DeviantART (149.48 MB)
8.31% Others (690.55 MB)

 

Top Video/Audio Streaming Applications

 
36.08% HTTP.Video (97.28 GB)
33.10% iTunes (89.26 GB)
14.79% QuickTime (39.87 GB)
4.24% YouTube (11.44 GB)
3.63% HTTP.Audio (9.79 GB)
3.00% Netflix (8.10 GB)
5.16% Others (13.92 GB)

 

Top Peer to Peer Applications

 
97.50% BitTorrent (2.83 GB)
1.67% BitTorrent.Sync (49.54 MB)
0.32% Winmx (9.53 MB)
0.21% Bitcoin (6.23 MB)
0.19% PPTV (5.59 MB)
0.12% HTTP.Torrent (3.51 MB)

 

Top Gaming Applications

 
88.49% Steam (10.36 GB)
8.20% Quake (983.36 MB)
1.63% Xbox (195.03 MB)
0.68% Addicting.Games (81.24 MB)
0.55% Armor.Games (65.51 MB)
0.37% Battle.Net (44.00 MB)
0.09% Others (10.29 MB)

 

User Productivity

Application Usage
The FortiGuard research team categorizes applications into
different categories based on the application behavioral
characteristics, underlying technology, and the related traffic
transaction characteristics. The categories allow for better
application management. For application category details,
see: http://www.fortiguard.com/encyclopedia/applications

App Categories

 37.87% Update
24.22% Network.Service
15.62% General.Interest
14.86% Video/Audio
3.58% Storage.Backup
1.31% Mobile
0.64% Game
0.53% Email
0.45% Social.Media
0.27% Cloud.IT
0.65% Others

Understanding application subcategories can give invaluable insights into how efficiently your corporate network is operating.
Certain application types (such as P2P or gaming applications) are not necessarily conducive to corporate environments and can
be blocked or limited in their scope. Other applications may have dual purpose uses (such as video/audio streaming or social
media apps) and can be managed accordingly. These charts illustrate application categories sorted by the amount of bandwidth
they used during the discovery period.
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Web Usage
Web browsing habits can not only be indicative of inefficient use of corporate resources, but can also indicate an inefficient
optimization of web filtering policies. It can also give some insight into the general web browsing habits of corporate users and
assist in defining corporate compliance guidelines.

Top Web Categories
# URL Category User Count Bandwidth
1 Information Technology 2,031 11,090,023 1.52 TB
2 Advertising 1,889 8,084,292 66.92 GB
3 Search Engines and Portals 1,995 2,578,388 55.89 GB
4 Business 1,909 2,411,955 40.34 GB
5 Content Servers 1,916 1,956,866 56.22 GB
6 News and Media 1,607 979,651 21.55 GB
7 Meaningless Content 1,792 964,796 13.06 GB
8 Social Networking 1,909 732,453 5.09 GB

In today’s network environments, many applications leverage HTTP for communications – even some you wouldn’t normally
expect. The primary benefit of HTTP is that communication is ubiquitous, universally accepted and (generally) open on most
firewalls. For most business-related and whitelisted applications this typically augments communication, but some non-business
applications also use HTTP in either unproductive or potentially nefarious ways.

Top Web Applications
# Application Sessions Bandwidth
1 HTTP 10,122,873 976.90 GB
2 MS.Windows.Update 150,816 571.67 GB
3 HTTP.Segmented.Download 35,850 239.96 GB
4 HTTP.Download.Accelerator 29,264 184.05 GB
5 SSL 7,855,314 142.49 GB
6 HTTP.Video 19,198 97.28 GB
7 Apt-Get 38,102 89.33 GB
8 iTunes 6,909 89.26 GB

Websites browsed are strong indicators of how employees utilizing corporate resources and how applications communicate with
specific websites. Analyzing domains accessed can lead to changes in corporate infrastructure such as website blocking, deep
application inspection of cloud-based apps and implementation of web traffic acceleration technologies.

Top Web Domains
# Domain Category Visits
1 ad4.liverail.com Advertising 1,306,249
2 ads.adaptv.advertising.com Advertising 974,829
3 c2s-openrtb.liverail.com Advertising 784,845
4 trk.vidible.tv Information Technology 716,875
5 t4.liverail.com Advertising 522,289
6 vpc.altitude-arena.com Business 327,765
7 log.adaptv.advertising.com Advertising 285,613
8 www.google.com Search Engines and Portals 278,276
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Network Utilization
Firewall Statistics
CPU usage of a FortiGate is often used to size a final solution properly. By looking at an hourly breakdown of CPU utlilization
statistics, it's easy to get a good idea about how FortiGates will perform in the target network. Typically, with higher throughput,
more logs are generated. If 90% or more utilization is sustained over a long period of time, either a new model or revised
architecture may be required for final implementation.

Average CPU Usage by Hour
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Similarly, memory usage over time is an indicator of the FortiGate's sustainability in the target network environment. memory
usage may remain high even when throughput is relatively low due to logging activity (or queued logging activity) over time.

Average Memory Usage by Hour
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Appendix A: About FortiGuard Key Services

Fortinet next-generation firewalls provide the visibility to detect advanced threats within legitimate content, even from trusted
sources and authorized applications. This protection safely enables new applications into your network, but automatically block
any malicious content or behavior. FortiGuard delivers rapid product/service updates and detailed security knowledge, providing
protection from new and emerging threats.

AntiVirus
The FortiGuard AntiVirus Service provides fully automated updates to ensure protection against the latest content level threats. It
employs advanced virus, spyware, and heuristic detection engines to enable FortiGate, FortiMail, and FortiWiFi appliances, and
FortiClient end point security agents, to prevent both new and evolving threats from gaining access to your network and its
valuable content and applications.

AntiSpam
The FortiGuard AntiSpam Service uses both a sender IP reputation database and a spam signature database, along with
sophisticated spam filtering tools on Fortinet appliances and agents, to detect and block a wide range of spam messages.

Application Control
Application Control protects managed desktops and servers by allowing or denying network application usage based on policies
established by the network administrator. Enterprise applications, databases, web mail, social networking applications, IM/P2P,
and file transfer protocols can all be identified accurately by sophisticated detection signatures. Application Control signature
updates are provided via the global FortiGuard distribution network.

Intrusion Prevention
The FortiGuard Intrusion Prevention Service provides Fortinet customers with the latest defenses against stealthy network-level
threats. It uses a customizable database of more than 5,100 known threats to enable FortiGate and FortiWiFi appliances to stop
attacks that evade conventional firewall defenses. It also provides behavior-based heuristics, enabling the system to recognize
threats for which no signature has yet been developed. The combination of known and unknown threat prevention enables
FortiGate systems to stop the most damaging attacks at the network border regardless of whether the network is wired or
wireless, or whether it is at corporate headquarters or a branch office.

IP Reputation
The FortiGuard IP Reputation Service aggregates data from locations and sources around the world that collaborate to provide up
to date information about threatening sources. With breaking intelligence from distributed network gateways combined with
world class research done from FortiGuard Labs, organizations can stay up to date and proactively block attacks.

Web Filtering
Web Filtering Service provides URL filtering to block access to harmful, inappropriate, and dangerous websites that may contain
phishing/pharming attacks, malware such as spyware, or objectionable content that can expose organizations to legal liability.
Based on automatic research tools and targeted research analysis, real-time updates enable you to apply highly-granular policies
that filter web access based on more than 75 web content categories, and more than 47 million rated websites - all continuously
updated via the FortiGuard Network.

Vulnerability Management Service
The FortiGuard Vulnerability Management Service enables organizations to minimize the risk of vulnerabilities by quickly
discovering vulnerabilities, measuring the potential risk, and then providing the information necessary to mitigate those risks.
Additionally, a compliance reporting function provides organizations with actionable reports that can identify areas for
remediation. These policies are continuously updated to ensure OS regulatory compliance requirements are met and releases
are delivered via the FortiGuard global distribution network.
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